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A detailed TCO evaluation shows cloud-based solutions can
deliver significant savings compared to on-premises business
applications
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cloud computing eliminates the need for individual companies to buy, deploy and maintain IT
infrastructure or application software. In the cloud computing model (also known as software-as-aservice, or SaaS), the vendor takes responsibility for deploying and managing the infrastructure
(servers, operating system software, databases, data center space, network access, power and
cooling, etc.) and processes (infrastructure patches/upgrades, application patches/upgrades,
backups, etc.) required to run and manage the full solution. Because cloud vendors manage all of
their customers on a single instance of the software, they can amortize infrastructure-related costs
over thousands of customers. This results in substantial economies of scale and skill, reducing the
total cost of ownership (TCO) for customers who deploy business management solutions.

Figure 1. Four-Year TCO Distribution for NetSuite Cloud ERP and CRM vs.
Comparable On-Premises ERP and CRM Solutions

Source: SMB Group, 2013
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We analyzed the economic benefits of the cloud model in the ERP and CRM space by comparing the
TCO of NetSuite’s SaaS-based ERP and CRM solution with that of on-premises solutions from
vendors such as Microsoft Dynamics, Sage and Infor. Key findings include the following:
•

The overall TCO for NetSuite’s ERP and CRM cloud solution is as much as 46% less over four
years for a 100-user implementation than comparable on-premises mid-market ERP and CRM
solutions.

•

Cloud solution cost advantages are significant across all deployment sizes we evaluated, but
taper somewhat as the number of users increases: For 50 users (23 ERP and CRM users, and
49 CRM users), NetSuite’s TCO is 51% less than TCO for on-premises solutions. For
deployments with 200 users (48 ERP and CRM users, and 185 CRM users), the TCO advantage
declines to 31% for NetSuite’s cloud offering.

•

Application software costs (subscription and support fees) account for roughly 85% of the total
solution cost in the cloud model (Figure 1). In the on-premises model, application software costs
(including the upfront license fees and annual maintenance fees) constitute just 23% of the total
solution cost.

•

Customers do not incur any direct IT infrastructure and related management costs with the cloud
model because subscription fees encompass these costs. In the on-premises ERP and CRM
deployments, IT infrastructure (hardware, software, maintenance and ongoing management of
the infrastructure) costs range from 51% (for the 50-user scenario) to 45% (for the 200-user
scenario) of the total solution cost over four years (Figure 6). This category accounts for the
biggest difference between the TCOs of the two models.

INTRODUCTION
Sometimes it seems like small and medium businesses (SMBs) and mid-market enterprises can’t
catch a break. Even before the recession struck, many were struggling to compete in increasingly
competitive and demanding business environments. Keeping up with these demands and trends—
from fast-evolving technologies to changing customer expectations to new, sometimes global,
competition—made life increasingly challenging for SMBs. Then the recent global recession hit hard,
and in many cases, limited resources and reserves made it tough for SMBs to bounce back.
Even as we emerge from the recession, these ongoing pressures and fiscal uncertainties continue to
weigh on SMBs. Consequently, TCO is a top consideration when evaluating potential business
application options.
The good news is that cloud computing has come of age, and is providing SMBs with access to
computing resources and capabilities that were once out of reach. More businesses are determining
that cloud-based services, especially SaaS application offerings, can provide SMBs with more
powerful and capable solutions while decreasing capital outlays and operational costs.
In this study, we begin with a brief overview of current SMB requirements and challenges. Next we
examine how the cost and operational benefits delivered by cloud-based business application
solutions have propelled these solutions into mainstream business and technology practices. Then
we compare the TCO for planning and design, infrastructure hardware, software and support,
application software, deployment and training costs of traditional on-premises business applications
versus cloud business applications offered by NetSuite, a leading cloud solution vendor. We conclude
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with our recommendations for SMB customers who are evaluating these alternative computing
models.

SECTION 1. SMBS AND MID-MARKET ENTERPRISES FACE FULL-SIZED BUSINESS
DEMANDS
Computing and communications technologies have transformed the business landscape during the
past three decades—and the pace of this transformation continues to accelerate. These changes
offer the potential for SMBs to operate more efficiently and effectively, but also create new
expectations that can be difficult to fulfill. Today’s customers frequently expect every business—
regardless of size—to deliver “big-company” service, responsiveness and sophistication. Regulators
require ever-more-exhaustive and precise record keeping. The Internet and mobile computing make it
much easier for competitors based in other states or even other countries to encroach on local
markets that a business once had all to itself.
Consequently, many SMBs have come to the painful realization that their existing IT systems and
processes aren’t capable of meeting today’s requirements. They are all too aware that using simple
accounting packages and unruly collections of Excel spreadsheets for financials and other core
business operations hampers growth and even jeopardizes survival in today’s challenging
environment.
For example, Cover-All Technologies, Inc. had been using Great Plains accounting software in its
finance department, Sage ACT! software for its sales and marketing, and a third package for
managing its services operations. “We weren’t able to consolidate any of our information efficiently,
and were doing lots of tasks on spreadsheets,” recalls Ann Massey, secretary, controller and chief
financial officer at the Morristown, NJ-based company, which provides software and solutions for the
property and casualty insurance industry. Making matters worse, she says, was the fact that CoverAll would soon need to comply with the pending Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) accounting regulations.
Or take the case of Calico Energy Services, a Bellevue, WA-based software vendor for Smart Grid
data and energy management. Calico, had been using QuickBooks and Excel workbooks for financial
accounting and reporting. “Excel workbooks are fraught with problems,” says Kelly Suter, vice
president of finance and accounting. “They’re static, not really interactive and their formulas can
contain errors that are difficult to identify.” Further complicating the problem, Calico Energy only has
three full-time IT employees.
The scarcity of IT resources is more the norm than the exception for SMBs. Small businesses with 50
to 100 employees are often lucky to have just one full-time person—typically an IT generalist—to
support a complex array of IT resources and users. In mid-market businesses (100 to 999
employees), IT staffing grows, averaging about one full-time IT person for every 100 employees.
But business and IT complexity often outstrip the growth of IT resources, especially in mid-market
firms, which face the complexities of managing several locations, multiple servers, an expanding
array of desktops and devices, and a more mobile workforce. Reacting to daily application availability,
maintenance and support issues can max out IT, leaving little time to deploy new solutions or even to
update existing ones.
As a result, SMBs often face a similar dilemma. To remain competitive, they need solutions that give
them more powerful operational capabilities—but they have limited time, expertise and money to
earmark for the job.
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SECTION 2. CLOUD COMPUTING’S BENEFITS DRIVE BROAD ADOPTION
During the past several years, cloud computing in general—and SaaS in particular—has moved from
the fringes to the mainstream of business practice for SMBs and mid-market enterprises. Cloud
computing shifts the IT burden from the customer to the cloud computing application vendor, which
provides Web-based access to applications as a service through a subscription pricing model. This
eliminates the need for customers to buy, deploy and manage IT infrastructure and solutions. Cloud
vendors take responsibility for everything: the servers, storage, operating system, database, business
software, updates, migration, power and cooling, data center space and support services.
This approach can deliver operational, technical and business benefits to SMBs and mid-market
enterprises (Figure 2). Cloud vendors can provide these benefits because they’ve built their solutions
as Web-based services from the ground up. Instead of building their solutions to run in-house as
separate, individual instances for each customer, cloud vendors design their solutions as a one-tomany, or multi-tenant, model. This enables them to run thousands of customers on a single instance
of the database and application software. By optimizing their solutions for this shared environment,
they can achieve efficiencies throughout the solution lifecycle that would be difficult for on-premises
vendors to achieve.
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Figure 2. Key Benefits of a Software-as-a-Service Business Solution

Feature

Customer Benefit


Eliminates capital costs and 

decreases risk




Facilitates faster
deployment and

productivity


Streamlines use and
management







Increases flexibility






Improves customer service



Improves reliability,
performance and efficiency







The vendor pays for a shared multi-tenant infrastructure.
Users access solutions through a Web browser.
Users pay a monthly or annual per-user subscription fee.
Business and financial risk is reduced.
It is easy to try before buying.
Customers are up and running more quickly.
IT resources are not required; the project is completely
within the control of the finance organization.
Applications can be accessed from anywhere, at any time
through a Web browser.
Everyone in the company has access to real-time
information.
Customers have Web-based, self-service access to business
solutions.
The vendor manages and updates the infrastructure.
There is no software to maintain and upgrade.
Automated upgrades to new versions of applications and
functionality are provided.
IT can focus on other projects and initiatives.
SaaS is easy to configure and tailor to individual
requirements.
Automatic, seamless upgrades eliminate version lock-in.
Customers can expand or contract services as needs change.
SaaS supports an increasingly mobile workforce.
There is a direct customer-vendor connection to resolve
problems.
Vendors have an incentive to provide high levels of
customer satisfaction and retention.
Customers receive proactive support and management.
SaaS offers affordable enterprise-class IT infrastructure.
Uptime typically exceeds what internal IT can guarantee for
on-premises applications.
Data backup services are included.
SaaS reduces power consumption and data center space.

Source: SMB Group, 2013
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NetSuite is the world’s leading provider of cloud-based business management software. The
company has attracted thousands of SMB and mid-market enterprise customers to manage core
business processes with a single, fully integrated system covering ERP/financials, CRM, ecommerce,
inventory and more. For instance:
•

Calico Energy deployed several NetSuite services so all users could share a single source of
data across business applications. The company also wanted to keep its IT headcount low
and “avoid putting money in hardware,” says VP Suter. “So we knew we wanted a SaaS
solution.” Calico Energy liked the fact that with SaaS, it could easily adjust the amount and
types of NetSuite services it purchased as the company grew and its needs evolved. “With
on-premises solutions, you might feel the need to over buy upfront, or might under buy and
then outgrow the solution’s capabilities,” Suter says. “You don’t want to build Rome on Day 1,
and with cloud you don’t need to.”

•

Cover-All Technologies, another NetSuite customer, has about 10 IT staff people, but didn’t
want to burden them with responsibility for a new ERP business solution. “We didn’t want to
invest in a system with a server because we didn’t have the staff to do it and didn’t want to
hire somebody,” explains CFO Massey. “We liked the idea of a cloud.” Cover-All was also
attracted to the cloud model because cloud providers automatically provide upgrades and
other ongoing maintenance as part of the subscription. In the fall of 2012, when Hurricane
Sandy battered the northeastern U.S., the New Jersey–based company also came to
appreciate another aspect of NetSuite’s cloud model: business continuity. “We went through
Hurricane Sandy, and were out of power for a week,” says Massey. “With the Internet up and
running, people could dial into NetSuite from home.”

As illustrated, the cloud model has enabled Calico Energy Services, Cover-All Technologies and
many other customers not only to ease IT costs and burdens, but also to gain operational capabilities
that provide considerable business value.

SECTION 3. WHY DOES TCO MATTER?
In the IT industry, TCO represents the total cost of purchasing (or in the case of cloud computing,
subscribing to) and operating a technology solution over its useful life. TCO provides a realistic and
holistic measure of the long-term costs required to acquire and operate technology solutions.
Return on investment (ROI) is another method commonly used to evaluate and prioritize technology
investments in a company. This measure is typically used to compare investments that uncover new
top-line revenue and growth opportunities. However, ROI tends to be more subjective in nature than
TCO because ROI looks at business benefits, which often cannot be measured as accurately or
objectively as costs.
SMB Group views TCO as a preferred method to compare technology investments when two
solutions provide roughly equivalent benefits over the solution lifecycle, but have different types of
costs associated with acquisition, maintenance and operation. For these reasons, a TCO evaluation
typically offers a more tangible assessment of the total costs involved in deploying cloud-based
applications compared to on-premises business solutions.
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SECTION 4. WHAT DOES THIS TCO MODEL INCLUDE?
The TCO model used in this study compares functionally similar cloud and on-premises ERP
solutions over a four-year period (the useful life of solution hardware and software without requiring
major replacement of solution components). As indicated in Figure 3, the TCO calculation includes
several categories and components.

Figure 3. What the TCO Model Includes
TCO Categories
Planning and
selection

TCO Components
•
•

IT infrastructure •
hardware,
software and
support
•
(primarily
required for onpremises
solutions; these
•
are included in
the subscription
costs for cloud
solutions)
Application
subscription

•

Preliminary vendor evaluation and analysis. Evaluate features and
functionality of competitive products.
Vendor review and SLA analysis (as applicable). Review and audit
vendor license agreements, service levels and security requirements.
Server and storage hardware and maintenance. This component
includes the capital expenditure to acquire servers and storage to
run applications, databases and the test environment; and operating
expenses for maintenance, space, power and cooling.1,2
Operating system, database, security, backup software and
maintenance. This component includes the capital expenditure to
acquire operating system, database, security and data backup
software; and operational expenses for software support, upgrades,
patches and bug fixes for this infrastructure.1,2
Administrative IT costs for systems and databases. This component
includes the percentage of full-time equivalent (FTE) IT
administrators’ salary for time spent on installation, management
and ongoing updates of hardware systems, infrastructure software
and databases, including administration for databases and
infrastructure applications (including security and backup).3
ERP application subscription or license costs. Costs are calculated
for an equivalent number of users. In the case of cloud solutions,
these are operational costs and remain constant for the life of the

1Hardware and

software infrastructure costs were calculated for Dell PowerEdge R710 (with internal RAID 5
storage) and Microsoft Windows Server 2008 SP2, ENT x64, including Hyper-V with prices from Dell’s Website.
2

Hardware infrastructure requirements are discussed in Section 6.

3Annual

8
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costs OR
application
license costs
•

•
Application
implementation,
customization,
•
integration, enduser support
and
administration
•

•
Initial and
ongoing training
•
costs

Implementation

•

subscription service. In the case of on-premises solutions, these are
initial deployment capital expenses. All application costs are
calculated based on list prices.
Application maintenance. This component includes operational
costs for bug fixes and upgrades to new versions of the software.
These costs are included in the subscription costs for cloud solutions,
and are factored as a fixed percentage of initial licensing costs for
the on-premises solutions (in some cases, one to two years of annual
maintenance costs are included in initial license costs).
Detailed design. This component includes defining project objectives
and scope; documenting existing workflow processes; identifying
process gaps and data sources; documenting business requirements;
and developing a final project plan.
Configuration and deployment. This component includes
application configuration to specifications; integration between ERP
systems and databases; custom integration if required; data
migration; system testing; and cutover to new solution.
Application support and administration. This component includes
the time and costs for IT personnel to manage and upgrade the
server and client application software.
User training. This component includes the time and costs for end
users to become productive with the solution.
Administrative training. This component includes training to
transition daily system administration to the customer’s internal
staff.
Implementation. In the TCO model, the assumption is that vendors
(or their VAR partner) provide implementation in both the cloud
solution and the customer-premises solution.

Source: SMB Group, 2013

SECTION 5. ASSUMPTIONS FOR DEVELOPING THE TCO MODEL
In the IT industry, TCO represents the total cost of purchasing (or in the case of cloud computing, Key
assumptions used in developing this TCO model include the following:
•

9

Selection of user scenarios. User size scenarios are based on the number of employees
who use the solution(s), not on the total number of company employees. Although no one
ratio or scenario will ever fit all situations, these user size bands reflect the mid-market focus
of this study and are representative of the companies interviewed for this study, with 50-,
100- and 200-user scenarios. These scenarios were selected based on the mid-market focus
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of both types of solutions (cloud-based and on-premise) and were also representative of the
companies interviewed for this study.
•

Application costs. Application costs are based on standard list price per user as published
by the vendors, and pricing data provided by customers interviewed for this study.

•

Functionally equivalent hardware to meet application availability and data back-up
requirements. We calculated acquisition costs for new hardware and software in the
traditional on-premises model to make the IT infrastructure functionally equivalent to that
provided by cloud solution vendors. Based on the mission-critical nature of the ERP solution,
we configured each scenario with the required number of servers to support high-availability
and load balancing, and to provide optimal performance and scalability. Based on user
discussions, we calculated an average of three servers (ERP, CRM and test servers) with
internal RAID for a 52-user scenario. The configuration for 100 and 200 users includes a
cluster of servers for a SQL database that can be accessed by the ERP and CRM application
servers with a shared network-based iSCSI storage system. 4

•

Application solution deployment, integration and training costs. These costs were
determined based on discussions with users, value-added resellers (VARs), system
integrators (SIs) and vendors, as well as secondary market research.

SECTION 6. TCO METHODOLOGY
This study evaluates the TCO of NetSuite’s ERP and CRM solution versus that of traditional onpremises offerings. It was designed to compare TCO only. It was not designed to evaluate customer
satisfaction with these solutions or to provide a detailed feature-function comparison.
For this study, we interviewed a cross-section of SMBs and mid-market enterprises using SaaSbased ERP and CRM solutions from NetSuite, as well as on-premises ERP and CRM solutions from
mid-market vendors including Microsoft Dynamics GP, Sage and Infor. Although the solutions we
compared differ in terms of the range of functionality, we focused on ERP and CRM solutions and
functionality geared toward mid-market companies.
Participants in the customer interviews discussed their experiences on condition of anonymity. They
described their solution evaluation, selection, deployment and ongoing operational processes, and
provided detailed cost information for these phases. As context, they provided qualitative information
about the company’s organizational structure, objectives, challenges, experience and satisfaction with
solutions, and with VAR, SI or consulting services that they use.
We interviewed companies of various sizes to provide a more complete illustration of how some costs
included in the TCO comparison change as the number of users changes. The mix included both
independent commercial entities and not-for-profit organizations.
All of the end users we interviewed indicated a high degree of satisfaction with the ERP solution they
chose to deploy. Across the board, companies that replaced disjointed applications and spreadsheet
processes with ERP solutions have dramatically streamlined and improved their business and
reporting processes. Interviewees reported that solutions have helped improve collaboration, save
time and reduce errors. They also indicated that integrated ERP solutions help them make better
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decisions, and make it easier to meet auditing and regulatory requirements.
However, we discovered that the business and delivery models, as well as the cost and pricing
structures, for cloud computing and on-premises solution vendors are quite different—and
significantly affect TCO.

SECTION 7. TCO COMPARISON FOR CLOUD-BASED VS. ON-PREMISES BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
Our analysis found that overall, the TCO for NetSuite’s cloud ERP and CRM solution was
considerably less than for similar on-premises solutions—as much as 45% less over four years.
For example, Figure 4 shows cumulative yearly total cost comparisons for the 100-user scenario. In
the first year, costs for the on-premises solutions are much higher than for the cloud scenario
because on-premises solutions require significant upfront capital expenditures for infrastructure
hardware and software, ERP and CRM application software, and IT resources to install and configure
solution components. As a result, first-year costs for an on-premises solution are roughly three times
higher than for NetSuite’s cloud solution in this user scenario. Subsequent years’ costs are also
higher due to the high costs of IT resources required to manage and update the infrastructure and
applications.

Figure 4. Cumulative Total Cost Comparison for Cloud and On-Premises Mid-Market ERP
and CRM Solutions (100 Users)

Source: SMB Group, 2013
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Figure 5 compares the total four-year cost of each category for the 100-user scenario. As
this chart illustrates, the IT infrastructure costs are the biggest single factor driving the
higher TCO of on-premises solutions. Although the total costs of application software and
support are roughly two times they enable business innovation, the additional cost of
procuring and managing the IT infrastructure is a significant burden for the on-premises
scenario—in this model, it is $835,000 over four years, compared to zero for NetSuite’s
cloud solution.
These infrastructure costs include hardware, operating system software and databases, as
well as the expenses associated with having finance and IT personnel manage and maintain
these solutions, requiring the expertise of both system and database administration
resources. In addition, the cloud solution end users we interviewed for this study indicated
that their IT departments were already overburdened with keeping existing IT infrastructure
running, and addressing basic IT issues such as upgrades and security. Placing any additional
demands or asking for additional resources would put the price tag of ERP solutions out of
reach for these companies. (Figure 3 provides more detailed information on what
component costs are included in each TCO category.)
Figure 5. Comparison of Four-Year Costs for Each TCO Category for Cloud and On-Premises
ERP and CRM Solutions (100 Users)
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Additional key findings from the TCO comparison are detailed in Figure 6 and include the
following:
•

The overall TCO for NetSuite is considerably less than for on-premises alternatives
across all bands of users, ranging from 51% lower to 31% lower.

•

The cost advantages of cloud solutions are significant across all deployment sizes we
evaluated, but taper off slightly as the number of users rises. For instance, NetSuite’s
TCO is 51% lower than for on-premises CRM solutions for 50-users, and 31% lower
for the 200-user scenario.

•

As previously noted, the cost of IT infrastructure is the biggest difference between
the models. In all scenarios, IT infrastructure costs for NetSuite are zero because the
cloud provider includes this as part of the annual subscription agreement. However,
infrastructure costs are significant in the on-premises scenarios, accounting for
$544,511 to $1.09 million over the course of four years.

•

When looking at application software costs alone (including annual maintenance),
the picture is less optimistic. For the 50-user scenario, NetSuite is almost two times
more expensive. For the 200-user case, NetSuite is 2.5 times more expensive.

•

In the Application Implementation and Support category, NetSuite’s SaaS-based
delivery is almost 70% less expensive than the on-premises approach in all cases.
This is because cloud software does not need to be deployed on-premises, which
eliminates numerous issues that inevitably result from company-specific data center
environments, and also because cloud solutions are generally less complex to
implement.

•

User training is less expensive for NetSuite across all scenarios as well, ranging from
$34,160 less to $100,971 less over four years. These scenarios all assume that the
client pays for training.
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Figure 6. TCO Comparison for NetSuite ERP and CRM Cloud Solutions and Comparable OnPremises Solutions in Different User Scenarios
NetSuite Mid- Market ERP and CRM
50 Users
Year 1
Total Evalu ation and Selection
Total IT Infrastructu re
Total Applicatio n Software and Su pport
Total Application Implementation and Su pport
Total User Training
Total C osts
Total C osts NPV (@7.5%)
Cumulative TCO NPV
$

7,380
111,337
45,073
6,187
169,977
169,977
169,977 $

Year 2
111,337
8,784
1,428
121,549
113,069
283,045 $

Year 3
111,337
8,784
1,428
121,549
105,180
388,226 $

Ye ar 4
111,337
8,784
1,428
121,549
97,842
486,068

On-premise Mid-Marke t ERP and CRM
Total Cost 4
Years
7,380
445,349
71,425
10,470
534,624
486,068
$
-

Ye ar 1

$

9,909
167,057
166,543
162,157
22,315
527,982
527,982
527,982 $

NetSuite Mid- market ERP and CRM
100 Users
Year 1
Total Evalu ation and Selection
Total IT Infrastructu re
Total Applicatio n Software and Su pport
Total Application Implementation and Su pport
Total User Training
Total C osts
Total C osts NPV (@7.5%)
Cumulative TCO NPV
$

8,541
203,555
70,054
9,206
291,355
291,355
291,355 $

Year 2
203,555
16,060
2,124
221,739
206,269
497,625 $

Year 3
203,555
16,060
2,124
221,739
191,878
689,503 $

Ye ar 4
203,555
16,060
2,124
221,739
178,491
867,994

Year 1
Total Evalu ation and Selection
Total IT Infrastructu re
Total Applicatio n Software and Su pport
Total Application Implementation and Su pport
Total User Training
Total C osts
Total C osts NPV (@7.5%)
Cumulative TCO NPV
$

9,315
378,181
95,634
11,218
494,348
494,348
494,348 $

Year 2

Year 3

Ye ar 4

378,181
378,181
378,181
29,837
29,837
29,837
2,589
2,589
2,589
410,607
410,607
410,607
381,960
355,312
330,522
876,308 $ 1,231,620 $ 1,562,143

Year 3

120,235
17,775
25,439
7,438
170,888
158,965
686,948 $

125,726
17,775
25,439
7,438
176,379
152,627
839,574 $

Year 4
131,492
29,754
25,439
7,438
194,124
156,262
995,836

Ye ar 1

$

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

13,401
263,021
182,425
190,662
199,311
283,197
28,632
28,632
50,913
277,476
43,531
43,531
43,531
38,185
12,728
12,728
12,728
875,279
267,316
275,553
306,483
875,279
248,666
238,445
246,706
875,279 $ 1,123,945 $ 1,362,390 $ 1,609,096

©SMB Group, Inc.

Total Cost 4
Years
13,401
835,418
391,374
408,068
76,370
1,724,630
1,609,096
$
-

On-premise Mid-Marke t ERP and CRM
Total Cost 4
Years
9,315
1,512,726
185,145
18,984
1,726,169
1,562,143
$
-

Ye ar 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

18,195
341,339
239,448
250,431
261,962
436,793
36,943
36,943
79,970
400,850
68,374
68,374
68,374
59,978
19,993
19,993
19,993
1,257,155
364,758
375,740
430,299
1,257,155
339,309
325,140
346,374
$ 1,257,155 $ 1,596,464 $ 1,921,604 $ 2,267,978

Source: SMB Group, 2013
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Total Cost 4
Years
9,909
544,511
231,847
238,475
44,630
1,069,373
995,836
$
-

On-premise Mid-Marke t ERP and CRM
Total Cost 4
Years
8,541
814,222
118,233
15,579
956,574
867,994
$
-

NetSuite Mid- market ERP and CRM
200 Users

Year 2

February 2013

Total Cost 4
Years
18,195
1,093,180
590,648
605,973
119,955
2,427,952
2,267,978
$
-
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SECTION 8. BENEFITS REALIZED BY REPRESENTATIVE NETSUITE CLOUD CUSTOMERS
The TCO advantages of the cloud model detailed above are just one benefit that cloud customers can
realize. These three snapshots of representative NetSuite ERP and business services paint a more
complete picture of why SMBs and mid-market enterprises choose cloud solutions, and the types of
benefits they can gain.

Cover-All Technologies, Inc.
Cover-All Technologies had been struggling to run operations with a non-integrated
collection of financial, services, and sales and marketing software and Excel workbooks.
The company, which now has 60 employees, selected NetSuite’s solution in 2005.
Cover-All wanted an integrated business suite to consolidate and standardize its
various business activities, and liked the benefits that the cloud computing model
offered.
Cover-All hired an implementation manager to oversee the transition to the NetSuite
solution. “We needed someone to move the project along, to help us run meetings and
keep us on track,” explains CFO Ann Massey. Cover-All ran the NetSuite financial
applications in parallel with its legacy systems for about six months before shifting
entirely to NetSuite.
At that point, the project manager shifted her focus to creating required reports,
training employees and fielding specific requests from different Cover-All departments.
Massey reports that it takes about one week to fully train new employees in the
NetSuite applications, but says, “temps can learn enough in an hour to start doing
entries.”
Cover-All cited several benefits that NetSuite has provided, including real-time
management reporting, better project management and improved customer service,
according to Massey. “We’ve gotten better marks from our service customers because
they can log into NetSuite themselves to see the status of their service request,” she
explains.
Cover-All’s financial processes are also more efficient. “It used to take about two weeks
to close our financials, and now it takes just three to four days,” Massey says. “Plus, with
all our reports in NetSuite, rather than Excel, it’s definitely easier to meet our
compliance and regulatory requirements.”
Finally, Cover-All has been able to automate a number of once-manual operations and
align the cloud services to the company’s requirements. “I don’t think we could have
done all we did with NetSuite with a server-based solution,” Massey says. We could
tailor NetSuite more to meet our specific needs.”
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Calico Energy Services, Inc.
When Calico Energy Services started looking for financial application solutions, it quickly
decided that a cloud solution was its best option. “We didn’t really consider on-premises
solutions because of the up-front capital requirements and licensing costs, the FTE staffing
demands and the ongoing maintenance,” says Kelly Suter, Calico Energy’s VP of finance and
accounting. “Plus, we have a fair number of people dispersed nationally, and many travel. It’s a
lot easier to just have Internet access to the cloud services.”
Suter says the company did discuss the issue of data and application security in the cloud. “You
always have security concerns,” she says, “but if you deploy a solution internally, you have to
have adept IT staff to secure things behind the firewall.” With limited internal IT budget and
staff, Calico Energy determined that a cloud solution made the most sense.
The company narrowed its choices to two SaaS-based finalists: an integrated NetSuite cloud
solution, and a multivendor solution consisting of Intacct accounting software, Salesforce.com
CRM services, and NetSuite’s OpenAir professional services and project management services.
“The licensing got pretty expensive with the three-vendor option,” says Suter, and I didn’t have
enough energy to learn three different interfaces.”
Calico Energy selected the all-NetSuite solution. “Our NetSuite implementation support person
was very good, and it probably took us only 6–8 weeks to deploy the solution,” Suter says.
Speeding the implementation was the fact that Calico Energy didn’t need to transfer much data
from its earlier QuickBooks solution. “Data clean-up can be the worst part, but we didn’t have a
lot of that to do,” she says. “We were more focused on how we wanted the NetSuite solution to
look and function.”
Calico Energy’s NetSuite activation package included 40 hours of live instructor-led training.
“The live training is a hard format in some ways, given its time demands,” Suter says, “but it
was very worthwhile. NetSuite is a very robust system with lots of functionality and lots of
configurations.” The company has a NetSuite Gold Support services package, with which “we
send an email and they notify you electronically that they’re working on your ticket,” Suter
explains. “We’ve had a good support experience, with my issues getting resolved quickly.”
Having used the NetSuite services for more than two years, Suter says “single-source data is
my favorite thing, versus having Excel workbooks everywhere. We now have electronic
storage for everything, including invoices.” The company has also successfully integrated the
NetSuite services with corporate performance management services from another cloud
vendor, Host Analytics. Finally, Suter notes, the company has met its objective of keeping its IT
headcount down. “With NetSuite we just have an Internet connection,” she says. “There is no
real IT time involved.”
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Just Marketing International
Just Marketing International (JMI) is a full-service marketing agency for motorsports
companies, employing about 120 employees combined in its Indianapolis, IN
headquarters and a London office. The company had relied on accounting software
packages—Peachtree, QuickBooks and Excel spreadsheets—for data consolidation and
reporting. In 2008, a private equity company acquired JMI and determined that it
needed a unified financial system with more sophisticated consolidated reporting, and
needed to handle the foreign currency requirements of its global clients.
The private equity owner hired two consulting firms, which ultimately whittled down
the choices to an on-premises Microsoft Dynamics package or the NetSuite OneWorld
cloud financial suite. “Both were well liked,” says Greg Nordhoff, JMI’s corporate
controller, but the company ultimately went with NetSuite primarily because of its
lower costs, including the initial cost of entry.
JMI has since deployed OneWorld and a collection of NetSuite modules, including
Advanced Financials, Advanced Billing, Advanced Projects and Revenue Recognition.
NetSuite has enabled JMI to unify financial processes between its U.S. and U.K. offices.
JMI has largely gone with NetSuite “out of the box,” Nordhoff says, but the company has
had some work done for custom reporting and integrations. For instance, JMI has
integrated NetSuite with a time tracking and expense reporting system from cloud
vendor Nexonia. The integration (performed by Nexonia) was seamless, according to
Nordhoff. “The two systems talk together really well,” he says. “With the combination of
NetSuite and Nexonia, closings have gone from requiring over 30 days to just 7 business
days,” Nordhoff continues. “We’ve reduced the workload of my staff, which no longer
needs to work every weekend to close.”
JMI is likely to integrate the Redmap accounts payable document automation software
with NetSuite in 2013, Nordhoff says, and, further out, may also integrate Configure One
product and services configurator and quoting software as well. “Both of these solutions
were leads we got when attending the NetSuite SuiteWorld conference, where both
Redmap and Configure One were exhibiting,” he explains.
One of the biggest benefits of using NetSuite is getting consistent reporting in both
financials and in its projects. “We come up with the same answers, versus getting
different answers when we used Excel,” according to Nordhoff.
NetSuite has helped JMI streamline business operations. “We’ve been able to set up
monthly meetings with our department heads, where we can open NetSuite and look at
actuals versus budget in real time,” Nordhoff says. “It’s made our department heads a
lot smarter, a lot more budget conscious, than they were before.”
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SECTION 9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SMBS AND MID-MARKET ENTERPRISES
Although cloud computing can provide clear TCO benefits, customers must also evaluate other
important factors before selecting a solution. For instance, some companies may need specific
features or functionality that are not available in the cloud solution. Or, a company may want to
customize the solution at the source code level, which is only possible in the traditional, on-premises
software model. Consider your own corporate requirements, and then assess each vendor’s ability to
deliver on these requirements.
•

Make sure you understand the differences between a SaaS cloud solution and a
hosted solution. SaaS solutions are usually multi-tenant. In SaaS solutions, one database
shares multiple end-user customers and they are “partitioned” from each other via a security
model in the application, not via separate virtual servers. SaaS solutions can be financially
attractive. There are no upfront costs to start using SaaS solutions because they are usually
self-provisioning. Multi-tenant applications tend to cost less to maintain and run, and can
have a lower monthly cost to customers because of the common database.
In the case of a hosted software solution, you (the end user) purchase the software from the
software publisher or VAR. You would then have the software installed at a data center or
hosting center, where either physical or virtualized servers that you own/lease/finance are set
up. You then would implement the solution very much like it would be implemented onpremises, or at your offices. Financially, you would have a large upfront payment for the
software, a cost for the software implementation and an additional provisioning fee from the
hosting center.

•

Understand service-level agreements (SLAs) and contract terms. With cloud services,
customers give up some control to the vendor. When evaluating on-demand versus onpremises options, review the fine print of the contract terms before making decisions, and get
answers to the following questions:
o

Does the contract require an upfront long-term commitment?

o

How easy is it to change the number of users? What penalties or per-user price
adjustments are associated with these changes?

o

Does the SLA support an uptime guarantee of at least 99.5%?

o

What security features are supported?

o

What options and penalties does the vendor provide if you terminate the service? For
instance, if you terminate the contract, how do you get your data back?

•

Address data security concerns up front. Understand how the cloud vendor stores data,
who can access it, and what safeguards the vendor has established to ensure that data is
only accessed by authorized personnel.

•

Understand application customization requirements. Most cloud applications are
customized via configuration instead of source code customization. For affordable
customization of cloud solutions, aim for the 80/20 rule. Can the solution get you at least 80%
of what you need, and how much would any necessary customization cost? Customers with
very heavy customization requirements may want to consider a packaged software solution
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to achieve deeper customization. However, they should also consider whether the benefits of
this level of customization outweigh the costs.
•

Invest more up front in the evaluation and selection process. Most companies are underinvesting when it comes to thoroughly evaluating business solution requirements and options.
Seek the help of independent consulting organizations to better understand the total cost of
on-demand and customer-premises options as they relate specifically to your company’s
unique needs and budgetary constraints. Take advantage of free trials, which enable you to
try out the solution before you purchase it to reduce the risks of getting stuck with a solution
that isn’t right for your company.

•

Carefully consider the benefits provided by a third-party VAR or SI. Many cloud software
vendors offer customers the option of purchasing the solution as well as consulting and
support services directly from the vendor, or through VAR or SI partners. In some cases,
VAR or SI partners may be a better fit to provide services such as industry-specific
customization, integration with existing applications, and migration of data from existing
applications than the cloud vendor itself.

•

Demand transparency in pricing. Regardless of what type of solution you are considering,
vendors should be able to provide you with clear, transparent pricing information to help you
calculate the capital and operating expenses for the solution. Some vendors provide price
calculators designed to help you factor in both hard and soft costs to help reduce or eliminate
unforeseen expenditures.

•

Consider pricing discounts for multi-year contracts. Several vendors offer discounted
pricing for customers who make upfront multi-year commitments and payments. In general,
multi-year cloud subscription commitments are likely to yield greater savings in the overall
TCO than on-premises multi-year commitments. This is because in the cloud model, the
discount applies to everything that is bundled into the subscription price; whereas in the onpremises model, the discount may only apply to annual maintenance fees.

SECTION 10. CONCLUSION
Mid-market enterprises have many of the same needs as large enterprises. They need business
solutions to help them meet their business goals and challenges, but often lack the IT resources or
skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions.
By integrating all of the application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a Web-based,
multi-tenant delivery model, cloud vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill
that are not possible in traditional, on-premises deployments.
Although there is no “one size fits all” business solution, cloud solutions merit serious consideration.
They enable companies of all sizes to benefit from enterprise-class business solutions without having
to incur the costs of an enterprise-class data center, infrastructure, IT expertise and ongoing
management. Application and software costs are allowing mid-market enterprises to embrace new
innovations from the vendors. In contrast, IT infrastructure costs are just maintenance costs and do
not really enable any new innovations from a business solution or business process perspective.
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SMB GROUP, INC.
The SMB Group focuses exclusively on researching and analyzing the highly fragmented
“SMB market”—which is comprised of many smaller, more discrete markets. Within the SMB
market, SMB Group areas of focus include: Emerging Technologies, Cloud Computing,
Managed Services, Business and Marketing Applications, Collaboration and Social Media
Solutions, IT Infrastructure Management and Services and Green IT. Read our 2013 Top
Ten SMB Predictions for our views on game-changers in these and other areas of the SMB
market.
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